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1 Motivation

I came across the article Higher Impact Factor, Higher Retraction Frequency by
Sandra Pun. The article comments the original paper published by Fang and
Casadevall (2011). What caught my eye was the figure reproduced here as Fig-
ure 1.

2 Plot the bitmap of original graph

First of all I want to get original graph image into R graph window. Package
pixmap can do it for files in portable pixel format. I cut the figure from the original
PDF file, pasted it to IrfanView program and saved as portable pixelmap (.ppm).

Then I read the image
and plot it without margins to get better resolution

> par(mar = c(0, 0, 0, 0))
> plot(bitmapFigure)

Figure 1: Original graph.

My first comment is, that even if the authors claim that there is no cause and
effect one would expect the axes to have reverse meaning. First you know the Im-
pact factor and from that one would (as the original comment paper title implies)
like to see the retraction index for a journal.
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http://www.biotechniques.com/news/biotechniquesNews/biotechniques-321112.html?utm_source=BioTechniques+Newsletters+%26+e-Alerts&utm_campaign=57d1c870ec-Daily_09122011&utm_medium=email


Since the data are not provided, I wanted to recreate them using the digitize
procedure using R program (Team, 2008) described in my HowTo digitize data
from existing graph document available at my web page.

3 Digitize and rescale

Use function locator() to pick positions of interest, in this case points in a scat-
tergram. First take two horizontal and vertical positions for the range of RI and IF
scales.

> rescalex <- locator(2)$x
> rescalex
> rescaley <- locator(2)$y
> rescaley

[1] 78.88317 625.87566

[1] 68.49385 467.06144

Now take the coordinates of digitized points

> xy <- locator()
> x <- xy$x
> y <- xy$y

> x

[1] 78.88 78.88 105.87 139.08 132.86 158.80 189.94 195.13 220.04
[10] 257.41 263.64 231.46 384.04 460.84 525.20 576.05

> y

[1] 110.01 80.95 100.67 92.37 103.78 102.75 131.81 137.00 95.48
[10] 105.86 168.14 291.65 308.26 282.31 277.12 424.51

Re-scale to the original units and round (only minor loss of precision)

> RI <- round((x - rescalex[1])/diff(rescalex) * 4, 2)
> RI

[1] 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.44 0.39 0.58 0.81 0.85 1.03 1.31 1.35 1.12 2.23
[14] 2.79 3.26 3.64

> IF <- round((y - rescaley[1])/diff(rescaley) * 60, 2)
> IF

[1] 6.25 1.88 4.84 3.59 5.31 5.16 9.53 10.31 4.06 5.63 15.00
[12] 33.59 36.09 32.19 31.41 53.59
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4 Plot of digitized data

Digitized data are reproduced in Figure 2 and shows quite a close approximation

> plot(RI, IF, xlim = c(0, 4), ylim = c(0, 60), pch = 15)
> abline(lm(IF ~ RI), lwd = 2)
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Figure 2: Reproduced scatterplot from digitized data, IF vs RI

to original graph. Here the regression line represents expected IF for certain RI
which is not very informative. What we are interested in are the points with too
large RI and one might conclude that they must be below the expected line. It
indicates a lot of low IF journals to be below the line (which is bad for them, RI
higher than expected) and that the highest IF journal looks like it has RI lower than
predicted. This might incorrectly imply that low IF journals have more retractions
than predicted.
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5 From IF to RI

What we would like to see is an implication of IF on Retraction index, which is
shown in Figure 3

> plot(IF, RI, ylim = c(0, 4), xlim = c(0, 60), pch = 15)
> abline(lm(RI ~ IF), lwd = 2)
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of RI vs IF

which shows a slightly different picture. The journal with highest IF has quite
strong leverage and we can also see three distinct groups of IF. The regression
line shows expected RI given the IF. Note, that the journal with highest IF (NEJM)
dictates the norm of expected retractions and lies on the regression line. In a low
IF group we have three journals with higher RI than expected (IAI, J imunol, J Exp
Medicine) while in the medium IF group two (Cell and Science) have RI above
expected by linear regression. Maybe a more important point are the deviations
from expected RI.

In my opinion, the correct representation and conclusions should be based on
Figure 3 and regression of RI on IF.
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SessionInfo
Windows XP (build 2600) Service Pack 3

• R version 2.10.0 (2009-10-26), i386-pc-mingw32

• Locale: LC_COLLATE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250,
LC_CTYPE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250, LC_MONETARY=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250,
LC_NUMERIC=C, LC_TIME=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250

• Base packages: base, datasets, graphics, grDevices, methods, splines, stats, utils

• Other packages: Hmisc 3.7-0, patchDVI 1.5, pixmap 0.4-10, survival 2.35-8

• Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): cluster 1.12.1, grid 2.10.0, lattice 0.18-3,
tools 2.10.0

Project path: C:/_Y/R/_KrNeki

View as vignette

Project files can be viewed by pasting this code to R console:

> projectName <-"_KrNeki"; mainFile <-"HowTo-ImpactFactorRetraction"

> commandArgs()
> library(tkWidgets)
> openPDF(file.path(dirname(getwd()), "doc", paste(mainFile,
+ "PDF", sep = ".")))
> viewVignette("viewVignette", projectName, file.path("../doc",
+ paste(mainFile, "RNW", sep = ".")))

Revision Id: HowTo-ImapctFactorRetraction.Rnw 20 2011-02-22 22:30:10Z ABlejec (c) A. Blejec
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